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ENERGY STORAGE CELL , CAPACITIVE
ENERGY STORAGE MODULE , AND

CAPACITIVE ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM

FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE
[0001] The present disclosure relates generally to a modu

lar energy storage system to simultaneously enable multiple
applications and more particularly to an energy storage cell

comprising at least one capacitive energy storage device and

a DC - voltage conversion device .

BACKGROUND
[0002 ] Many technical applications can benefit from

rapidly during discharge . By contrast , battery systems tend
to have a terminal voltage that does not decline rapidly until

nearly exhausted . Also , because the energy stored on a

capacitor increases with the square of the voltage for linear
dielectrics and at a power greater- than or equal to 2 for
meta -dielectrics , capacitors for energy storage applications
typically operate at much higher voltages than batteries .
Furthermore , energy is lost if constant current mode is not
used during charge and discharge . These characteristics
complicate the design of power electronics for use with

meta -capacitors and differentiate the meta - capacitor man

agement system from battery management systems that are

presently in use

[0004 ] It is within this context that aspects of the present

rechargeable electrical energy storage. Most rechargeable

disclosure arise .

energy through electrochemicalreactions. Rechargeable bat

INTRODUCTION
[0005 ] Aspects of the present disclosure address problems
with conventional rechargeable electrical energy storage
technology by combining a capacitive energy storage device

electrical energy storage systems are based on rechargeable
batteries . Rechargeable batteries store and release electrical
teries are used for automobile starters, portable consumer

devices, light vehicles (such as motorized wheelchairs, golf
carts , electric bicycles , and electric forklifts ), tools , and
uninterruptible power supplies. Emerging applications in
hybrid internal combustion -battery and electric vehicles are
driving the technology to reduce cost, weight, and size , and
increase lifetime. Grid energy storage applications use
rechargeable batteries for load -leveling, storing electric
energy at times of low demand for use during peak periods,
and for renewable energy uses, such as storing power
generated from photovoltaic arrays during the day to be used
at night. Load -leveling reduces the maximum power which
a plant must be able to generate, reducing capital cost and
the need for peaking power plants . Small rechargeable
batteries are used to power portable electronic devices ,
power tools , appliances , and so on . Heavy -duty batteries are
used to power electric vehicles, ranging from scooters to
locomotives and ships. Rechargeable batteries are also used

in distributed electricity generation and stand -alone power
systems. Such applications often use rechargeable batteries
in conjunction with a battery management system (BMS)
that monitors battery parameters such as voltage , current,
temperature, state of charge , and state of discharge and
protects against operating the battery outside its safe oper
ating area . Rechargeable batteries have drawbacks due to
relatively large weight per unit energy stored , a tendency to
self- discharge, susceptibility to damage if too deeply dis
charged , susceptibility to catastrophic failure if charged too

deeply, limited power availability per unit weight, limited
power availability per unit energy , relatively long charging
times, and degradation of storage capacity as the number of
charge-discharge cycles increases .
[0003] Alternatives to batteries for rechargeable energy
storage include capacitor-based systems. Capacitors store
energy in the form of an electrostatic field between a pair of
electrodes separated by a dielectric layer. When a voltage is
applied between two electrodes , an electric field is present in
the dielectric layer. Unlike batteries, capacitors can be

charged relatively quickly, can be deeply discharged without
suffering damage , and can undergo a large number of charge
discharge cycles without damage. Capacitors are also lower
in weight than comparable batteries . Despite improvements
in capacitor technology, including the development of ult
racapacitors and supercapacitors , rechargeable batteries
store more energy per unit volume. One drawback of capaci-

tors compared to batteries is that the terminal voltage drops

having one or meta - capacitors with a DC - voltage conversion

device having one or more switch mode voltage converters
coupled to the terminals of the capacitive energy storage
device . Meta -capacitors have greater energy storage capac

ity than conventional ultracapacitors or supercapacitors . The
DC -voltage conversion device regulates the voltage on the
capacitive energy storage device during charging and dis
charging .

[0006 ] A voltage conversion device typically includes a
voltage source (an input), one or more active or passively
controlled switches , one or more inductive elements (some
advanced converters, e. g ., charge - pump circuits, do not
specifically use inductors per se though there may be para
sitic inductance in the circuit board and /or wiring ), one or

more energy storage elements ( e .g ., capacitors and / or induc
tors ), some way of sensing output voltage and/ or current,
and some way of controlling the switches to create a specific

output voltage or current, and terminals to connect this
device to external inputs and outputs such as various loads.

A standard circuit for producing an output voltage Vow that

is less than the input voltage Vin (VouNin < 1) is called a

buck converter , and a standard circuit for producing an

output voltage that is greater than the input voltage (Vout
Vin > 1 ) is called a boost converter. The basic circuit often

used to describe buck conversion is a switched LC filter

(FIG . 1). The load can be thought of as a resistor that will

vary its resistance to achieve a set current moving through

it. Effectively , this is an LCR low - pass filter, with the

capacitor and resistor in parallel. When the switch is closed ,

the LC network begins to absorb energy , and current begins

to flow through the inductor. However, when the switch is
opened while current is flowing , the inductor will attempt to
maintain the current i(t) and will generate reverse voltage
v (t) following equation ( 1) .
di( t)

V (t) = L

(1)

[0007 ] The reverse voltage generated will be extremely

high if the incremental change in current di occurs over a
sufficiently short increment of time dt, and this may damage
or destroy the switching element SW1. Therefore , it is
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necessary to provide a path to ground so that current can
continue to flow . This path can be implemented with a diode
that operates as a one-way valve , opening automatically
when the inductor tries to pull current out of the switching

element SW1 ( see FIG . 2 ). This is called a non -synchronous
buck converter, because the diode is automatically synchro
nized with the switching of a power transistor, such as a

metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor (MOS

FET). Such a converter does not need to be actively syn

ilo)–idio)= = S vondt,
Ito

[0011] When the circuit is returned to the “ OFF ” state, the
inductor will attemptto maintain the same current that it had
before by increasing its voltage drop proportional to the
change in current (see , equation ( 3 )) .

chronized . A possible issue with this type of circuit is that the
turn -on voltage of the diode needs to be reached and be

maintained while the switching element SW1 is turned off

and the diode is active . This means that there will always be
a voltage drop of, e . g ., - 0 .6V across the diode due to current
flowing through it, and therefore a power loss . This can be
improved by implementing a synchronous converter design ,

where the diode is replaced with a second switch SW2 (see
FIG . 3) and the controller actively synchronizes the activity
ofboth switches such that they are never on at the same time.

[0008 ] The delay between turn -off and turn -on of the
MOSFETs in a synchronous design needs to ensure that a

v(t)= Lidin

di )

[0012 ] In the “ off state ” the switching element SW2 is

closed so that this increased voltage gets translated to the
output capacitor. The output capacitor provides filtering;
averaging between Vin and the inductor 's voltage spikes .

[0013] N -channel MOSFET (NMOS ), P - channel MOS
FET (PMOS ), and push -pull complementary metal oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) topologies of a stacked MOSFET
for fully integrated implementations in Honeywell's 150 nm

shoot- through event does not occur. Although two separate
pulses can be set up with a delay , a better solution would

SOI Radiation Hardened process described in following
paper ( Jennifer E et al., “ High - Voltage Switching Circuit for
Nanometer Scale CMOS Technologies” Manuscript

derive the second signal. With a little bit of thought, this can

received Apr. 30 , 2007), which is incorporated herein by
reference . The stacked MOSFET is a high -voltage switching
circuit . A low -voltage input signal turns on the first MOS
FET in a stack of MOSFET devices , and the entire stack of
devices is turned on by charge injection through parasitic

only need a single PWM channel set up and automatically

be achieved using digital buffers (or inverters ) to introduce
a time delay into the switching signals applied to the

switches SW1and SW2 shown in FIG . 3 . Typical gates have
2 - 10 ns propagation delay , but programmable logic devices
such as a complex programmable logic device (CPLD ) or
field programmable gate array (FPGA ) can be programmed

with variable propagation delay . FIG . 4 demonstrates the
signal treatment required to generate a pair of signals , S ' and
! S & & ! S " correspondingly to switches SW1, SW2 with the

required time delay spacing , with the only inputs being a

pulse -width modulated signal , S , and a time delay, tdelave
S '(t) = S (t+ t delay ) and S " (t)= S (t + 2 * tdelay). In FIG . 4 , it is
assumed that a switch is " closed " , i. e ., conducting, when the
switching signal is high and “ open ” , i.e ., non - conducting

when the switching signal is low . In FIG . 4 , S is an input
PWM input signal. S ' is the input signal S delayed by tdelov

S " is S ' delayed by 2 * tdelay, ! S is the inverse of the input

and inserted capacitances. Voltage division provides both
static and dynamic voltage balancing , preventing any device

in the circuit from exceeding its nominal operating voltage .
The design equations for these topologies are presented .

Simulations for a five device stack implemented in Honey
well ' s 150 nm process verify the static and dynamic voltage

balancing of the output signal. The simulated stack is shown

to handle five times the nominal operating voltage .

[0014 ] An example of a reliable circuit configuration for

stacking power metal-oxide semiconductor field effect tran
sistors (MOSFETs ) is described , e . g ., in R . J. Baker and B .
P . Johnson , “ Stacking Power MOSFETs for Use in High

Speed Instrumentation ” , Rev . Sci. Instrum ., Vol. 63, No. 12 ,

signal S , ! S" is the inverse of signal S ", and !S & & ! S" is the

December 1992 , pp . 799 - 801, which is incorporated herein
by reference . The resulting circuit has a hold off voltage N

[0009] When deciding between synchronous or non -syn

number of power MOSFETs used . The capability to switch

logical AND of ! S with !S " .

chronous it is important to consider the efficiency losses due

to switching (e.g ., energy needed to move charge on and off
the gate of a MOSFET) and those due to conduction through

the diode . Synchronous converters tend to have an advan
tage in high - ratio conversion . They are also a fundamental

building block of the split-pi-bidirectional converter because

the extra switches are needed to provide dual -purpose buck

or boost .

[0010] In the off -state , the boost converter delivers the

supply voltage directly to the load through the second switch
element SW2 in FIG . 5 . The process of increasing the
voltage to the load is started by opening the switching
element SW2 and closing the switching element SW1 (FIG .
6 ). Due to the additional voltage drop on inductor L1,
current flowing through inductor L1 will increase over time

( see, equation (2 )).

times larger than a single power MOSFET, where N is the

higher voltages and thus greater amounts of power, into a 50
ohm load , in approximately the same time as a single device
is realized . Design considerations are presented for selecting
a power MOSFET. Using the design method presented , a 1. 4

kV pulse generator, into SO 50 ohm , with a 2 ns rise time
and negligible jitter is designed .

[0015 ] Another voltage switching circuit configuration is

based on an Integrated Gate -Commutated Thyristor (IGCT).
The integration of a 10 -KV -IGCT and a fast diode in one

press pack is an attractive solution for Medium Voltage

Converters in a voltage range of 6 kV -7 .2 kV if the converter
power rating does not exceed about 5 -6MVA . ( see , Sven

Tschirley et al., “ Design and Characteristics of Reverse

Conducting 10 -kV -IGCTs” , Proceedings of the 39th annual
Power Electronics Specialist Conference , pages 92 - 98 ,
2008 , which is incorporated herein by reference). Tschirley
et al describe the design and characterization of the world ' s
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first reverse conducting 68 mm 10 -KV - IGCTs. On - state -,
blocking and switching behavior of different IGCT and

ports are intended to convey power with associated current
and voltage commiserate to the specification for the cell .

diode samples are investigated experimentally . The experi -

Each terminal in the port is a conductive interface . Each cell

mental results clearly show , that 10 -KV-RC - IGCTs are an may include means to monitor and/or control parameters
attractive power semiconductor for 6 - 7.2 KV Medium Volt such as voltage , current, temperature , and other important
age Converters .
aspects of the DC - voltage conversion device .
[0016 ] Capacitors with high volumetric energy density , [0021] In one aspect , a capacitive energy storage module
high operating temperature , low equivalent series resistance
may include one or more individual capacitive energy stor
(ESR ), and long lifetime are critical components for pulse age cells and one or more power buses consisting of an
power, automotive, and industrial electronics. The physical interconnection system , wherein a power bus connects the
characteristics of the dielectric material in the capacitor are power ports of the individual energy storage cells , in parallel
the primary determining factors for the performance of a or series, to create common module power ports consisting
capacitor. Accordingly , improvements in one or more of the
of common anode (s ) and common cathode(s ) of the capaci
physical properties of the dielectric material in a capacitor tive energy storage module . The module may have addi
can result in corresponding performance improvements in

the capacitor component, usually resulting in performance

and lifetime enhancements of the electronics system or

product in which it is embedded . Since improvements in

capacitor dielectric can directly influence product size , prod
uct reliability , and product efficiency , there is a high value

associated with such improvements.
[0017 ] Compared to batteries, capacitors are able to store

energy with very high power density, i. e. charge /recharge

rates , have long shelf life with little degradation , and can be

tional sensors to monitor temperature , module power, volt
age and current of the interconnection system , and may

include a communication bus and / or communication bus
protocol translator to convey these sensor values as well as

the values from the individual cells .
[0022] In another aspect, a capacitive energy storage sys

tem may include one or more of the aforementioned capaci

tive energy storage modules , an interconnection system and
a system control computer that monitors , processes, and
controls all the values on the aforementioned communica

charged and discharged (cycled ) hundreds of thousands or
millions of times. However, capacitors often do not store

tion bus .

at low energy storage cost, which makes capacitors imprac

this art from the following detailed description , wherein
only illustrative embodiments of the present disclosure are

energy in small volume or weight as in case of a battery , or

tical for some applications, for example electric vehicles .
Accordingly , it may be an advance in energy storage tech
nology to provide capacitors ofhigher volumetric and mass
energy storage density and lower cost.
SUMMARY
[0018 ] Aspects of the present disclosure address problems

with conventional rechargeable electrical energy storage
technology by combining a capacitive energy storage device
having one or more meta - capacitors (further described
below ) with a DC -voltage conversion device having one or
more switch mode voltage converters coupled to the termi

nals of the capacitive energy storage device . Meta - capaci
tors have greater energy storage capacity than conventional
ultracapacitors or supercapacitors . The DC - voltage conver
sion device regulates the voltage on the capacitive energy

storage device during charging and discharging .

[0023] Additional aspects and advantages of the present
disclosure will become readily apparent to those skilled in

shown and described . As will be realized , the present

disclosure is capable of other and different embodiments ,
and its several details are capable ofmodifications in various

obvious respects, all without departing from the disclosure .
Accordingly , the drawings and description are to be regarded

as illustrative in nature, and not as restrictive .
INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE
[0024 ] All publications , patents , and patent applications

mentioned in this specification are herein incorporated by

reference to the same extent as if each individual publica
vidually indicated to be incorporated by reference .

tion , patent, or patent application was specifically and indi

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
10025 . FIG . 1 schematically shows the buck conversion

[ 0019 ] As used herein , a meta -capacitor is a dielectric film
capacitor whose dielectric film is a meta - dielectric material,

device based on the switched LC filter .

which is disposed between a first electrode and second
electrode. In one embodiment, said electrodes are flat and
planar and positioned parallel to each other. In another

buck conversion device .

electrodes positioned parallel to each other. Additionally , a

[0026 ] FIG . 2 schematically shows the non -synchronous
[0027 ] FIG . 3 schematically shows the synchronous buck
conversion device .
[0028 ] FIG . 4 demonstrates the signal treatment required

meta -dielectric material comprises of Sharp polymers and /or
Furuta polymers.

spacing .

embodiment, the meta - capacitor comprises two rolled metal

[0020 ] The present disclosure provides an energy storage

cell comprising a capacitive energy storage device having

one or more meta - capacitors and a DC - voltage conversion
device having one or more switch mode voltage converters .

The power port (consisting of a positive terminal and a

negative terminal, or anode and cathode) on the capacitive

energy storage device is connected to the capacitor -side

power port on the DC - voltage conversion device . The DC
voltage conversion device has one or more other power

ports, which may interface to external circuitry. The power

to generate a pair of signals with the required time delay

[0029 ] FIG . 5 schematically shows a boost converter in an
" on state ” .
[0030 ] FIG . 6 schematically shows a boost converter in an
" off state ” .
[0031 ] FIG . 7A shows a capacitive energy storage device
containing a single capacitive element connected to a two
terminal port.
[0032] FIG . 7B shows an alternative configuration of a
capacitive energy storage device containing multiple ele
ments connected to a two terminal port.
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[0033 ] FIG . 7C shows an alternative configuration of a

[0050 ] FIG . 12 schematically shows an energy storage cell

capacitive energy storage device containing multiple ele
ments connected to a two terminal port.

according to an alternative aspect of the present disclosure .
10051] FIG . 13A shows a constant voltage V _ i(t) feeding

[0034 ] FIG . 7D shows an alternative configuration of a
capacitive energy storage device containing multiple ele
ments connected to a two terminal port.

energy storage device during charge as the converter tran

00351 FIG . 8A schematically shows a switch -mode volt

age converter implementing a standard boost circuit .

100361. FIG . 8B schematically shows a switch -mode volt
age converter implementing a standard buck circuit.

the input of a converter and voltage V _ c (t) on the capacitive

sitions from buck to boost in accordance with aspects of the

present disclosure .

[0052 ] FIG . 13B shows a constant voltage V _ o (t)
V _ c(t) on the capacitive energy storage device during dis

extracted from the output side of a converter and voltage

[0037 ] FIG . 8C schematically shows a switch -mode volt
age converter implementing a standard inverting buck /boost
circuit .
[ 0038 ] FIG . 8D schematically shows a switch -mode volt

charge as the converter transitions from buck to boost in
accordance with aspects of the present disclosure .

[0039] FIG . 9A schematically shows a DC -voltage con
more boost and one or more buck converters for charging a

extracted from the output side of a converter and voltage

age converter implementing a standard non - inverting and
bi- directional buck /boost circuit.

version device having two power ports and separate one or

meta - capacitor and separate one or more boost and one or

more buck converters for discharging the meta - capacitor .

[0040] FIG . 9B schematically shows an alternative DC
voltage conversion device having two power ports and a one
or more buck converters for charging a meta -capacitor and
one or more buck boost converter for the discharging the

meta -capacitor.

[0041] FIG . 9C schematically shows another alternative

DC - voltage conversion device having two power ports and

one ormore boost converters for the charge and one or more
buck converters for discharging a meta -capacitor.
[0042 ] FIG . 9D schematically shows another alternative
DC - voltage conversion device having two power ports and
one or more buck /boost converters for charging a meta
capacitor and one or more buck /boost converters for dis
charging the meta -capacitor.
[0043] FIG . 9E schematically shows yet another DC
voltage conversion device having two power ports and one

[0053 ] FIG . 14A shows a constant voltage V _ i(t) feeding

the input of a converter and voltage V _ c (t ) on the capacitive
energy storage device during charge when Vmin ,op = V _ i(t )
in accordance with aspects of the present disclosure .
[0054] FIG . 14B shows a constant voltage V _ o (t)

V _ c(t) on the capacitive energy storage device during dis
charge when Vmin ,op = V _ i (t ) in accordance with aspects of
the present disclosure .

[0055 ] FIG . 15A shows an example of a single switch
buck -boost converter that may be implemented in a switch
mode voltage converter, which could be selected for use in
a DC voltage conversion device in an energy storage cell
according to aspects of the present disclosure .
[0056 ] FIG . 15B shows an example of a four switch
buck -boost converter that may be implemented in a switch

mode voltage converter, which could be selected for use in
a DC voltage conversion device in an energy storage cell
according to aspects of the present disclosure .

[0057 ] FIG . 16 shows an example of a capacitive energy
storage cells according to an alternative aspect of the present

storage module having two or more networked energy

disclosure .
[0058 ]. FIG . 17 shows an example of a capacitive energy

storage system having two or more energy storage net

or more bidirectional boost/buck converters for the charging

worked modules according to an alternative aspect of the
present disclosure.

[0044] FIG . 9F schematically shows still another DC

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

separate one or more boost and one or more buck converters
for charging a meta - capacitor and separate one or more

been shown and described herein , it will be obvious to those

boost and one or more buck converters for discharging the
meta -capacitor.
[0045 ] FIG . 9G schematically shows another DC -voltage
conversion device having three power ports and a one or

of example only. Numerous variations , changes , and substi
tutions may occur to those skilled in the art without depart
ing from the invention . It should be understood that various

and discharging a meta - capacitor.

voltage conversion device having three power ports and

more buck converters for charging a meta - capacitor and one
or more buck boost converter for discharging the meta

capacitor.

[0059 ] While various embodiments of the invention have

skilled in the art that such embodiments are provided by way

alternatives to the embodiments of the invention described

herein may be employed .
[0060 ] The present disclosure provides an energy storage

[0046 ] FIG . 9H schematically shows another DC -voltage

cell comprising at least one capacitive energy storage device
and a DC -voltage conversion device . FIG . 10 schematically

or more buck /boost converters for discharging a meta

shows a capacitive energy storage cell 1 comprising a
capacitive energy storage device 2 that includes one or more
meta -capacitors 20 and a DC -voltage conversion device 3 ,

conversion device having three power ports and one or more
buck /boost converters for charging a meta -capacitor and one

capacitor.
[ 0047 ] FIG . 9I schematically shows yet another DC - volt
age conversion device having three power ports and one or
more bidirectional boost/buck converters for the charging
and discharging a meta - capacitor.
[0048 ] FIG . 10 schematically shows an energy storage cell
according to aspects of the present disclosure .

consisting of one or more switch -mode voltage converters

100 , e .g . a buck converter, boost converter, buck /boost
converter, bi- directional buck /boost (split-pi) converter, Cuk
converter , SEPIC converter , inverting buck /boost converter,

or four -switch buck /boost converter .
[0061] As used herein , a meta -capacitor is a capacitor
comprising of a dielectric film that is a meta -dielectric

10049 ] FIG . 11 schematically shows an energy storage cell

material, which is disposed between a first electrode and

according to an alternative aspect of the present disclosure .

second electrode . In one embodiment, said electrodes are flat
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and planar and positioned parallel to each other. In another
embodiment, the meta - capacitor comprises two rolled metal
electrodes positioned parallel to each other.
[0062] Said meta -dielectric materials are comprised of
composite molecules having supra-structures formed from
polymers . Examples of said polymers include so - called

Sharp polymers and so - called Furuta co - polymers and so
called para -Furuta polymers as described in detail in com

monly -assigned U . S . patent application Ser. No . 15 / 043 ,247
(Attorney Docket No . CSI-046 and Ser. No. 15 / 043 , 186
( Attorney Docket No . CSI-019A ), and Ser. No. 15 / 043 ,209
( Attorney Docket No. CS1-019B ), respectively, all filed Feb .
12 , 2016 , the entire contents of which are incorporated
herein by reference . Furuta co -polymers and para - Furuta
polymers are referred to collectively as Furuta polymers.

[0063] Sharp polymers are composites of a polarizable
core inside an envelope of hydrocarbon ( saturated and /or

[0066 ] In another embodiment of the composite organic
compound , the aromatic polycyclic conjugated molecule
comprises an electro - conductive oligomer, such as a phe

nylene , thiophene, or polyacene quinine radical oligomer or
combinations of two or more of these . In yet another
embodiment of the composite organic compound , the elec

tro -conductive oligomer is selected from phenylene, thio
phene, or substituted and / or unsubstituted polyacene quinine
radical oligomer of lengths ranging from 2 to 12 . or com
bination of two ormore of these . Wherein the substitutions
of ring hydrogens by O , S or NR5, and R5 is selected from
the group consisting of unsubstituted or substituted
C2 - Cigalkyl, unsubstituted or substituted C2-Cigalkenyl,
unsubstituted or substituted C2-Cigalkynyl, and unsubsti
tuted or substituted C4-C18 aryl.
[0067] In some embodiments , the substitute providing
solubility (R1) of the composite organic compound is

polyethylene glycol as linear or branched chain oligomers

CyQoyun, where Xz1 and Q is hydrogen ( H ), fluorine ( F ), or
chlorine (C1) . In still another embodiment of the composite

covalently bonded to the polarizable core that act to insulate

of the composite organic compound is independently

unsaturated ), fluorocarbon , chlorocarbon , siloxane , and /or
the polarizable cores from each other, which favorably

allows discrete polarization of the cores with limited or no

dissipation of the polarization moments in the cores . The

polarizable core has hyperelectronic or ionic type polariz
ability . “ Hyperelectronic polarization may be considered
due to the pliant interaction of charge pairs of excitons,
localized temporarily on long, highly polarizable molecules ,
with an external electric field [.] (Roger D . Hartman and
Herbert A . Pohl, “Hyper - electronic Polarization in Macro
molecular Solids” , Journal of Polymer Science : Part A - 1
Vol. 6 , pp . 1135 - 1152 ( 1968 ))." Ionic type polarization can
be achieved by limited mobility of ionic parts of the core
molecular fragment.

[0064 ] A Sharp polymer has a general structural formula :

R3

R4

R3

Core
R4

R2 + (R1).

R3

[0065 ] Where Core is an aromatic polycyclic conjugated

molecule comprising rylene fragments. This molecule has
flat anisometric form and self -assembles by pi- pi stacking in
a column- like supramolecule . The substitute R1 provides
solubility of the organic compound in a solvent. The param

eter n is number of substitutes R1, which is equal to 0 , 1 , 2 ,
3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 or 8 . The substitute R2 is an electrically resistive
substitute located in terminal positions, which provides

organic compound, the substitute providing solubility (R1)
selected from alkyl, aryl, substituted alkyl, substituted aryl,
fluorinated alkyl, chlorinated alkyl, branched and complex
alkyl , branched and complex fluorinated alkyl, branched and
complex chlorinated alkyl groups , and any combination
thereof, and wherein the alkyl group is selected from methyl,
ethyl, propyl, butyl, iso -butyl and tert -butyl groups, and the
aryl group is selected from phenyl, benzyl and naphthyl
groups or siloxane , and /or polyethylene glycol as linear or

branched chains.

[0068 ] In some embodiments, at least one electrically
resistive substitute (R2) of the composite organic compound
is Cx2x + 1, where Xz1 and Q is hydrogen (H ), fluorine (F ),
or chlorine (Cl). In another embodiment of the composite
organic compound , at least one electrically resistive substi
tute (R2) is selected from the list comprising ( CH2)n
CH3, - CH ( CH2),CH3)2) (where n21), alkyl, aryl, substi
tuted alkyl, substituted aryl, branched alkyl, branched aryl,
and any combination thereof and wherein the alkyl group is
selected from methyl, ethyl, propyl, butyl, iso -butyl and
tert-butyl groups , and the aryl group is selected from phenyl,

benzyl and naphthyl groups . In yet another embodiment of
the composite organic compound .
[0069 ] In some embodiments, the substitute R1 and /or R2
is connected to the aromatic polycyclic conjugated molecule
(Core ) via at least one connecting group . The at least one

connecting group may be selected from the list comprising
the following structures: ether, amine , ester , amide , substi

tuted amide , alkenyl, alkynyl, sulfonyl, sulfonate , sulfona
mide, or substituted sulfonamide.

[0070 ] In some embodiments , the substitute R3 and / or R4

may be connected to the aromatic polycyclic conjugated

resistivity to electric current and comprises hydrocarbon
(saturated and /or unsaturated ), fluorocarbon , siloxane, and /
or polyethyleneglycol as linear or branched chains. The
substitutes R3 and R4 are substitutes located on side (lateral)

molecule (Core ) via at least one connecting group . The at
least one connecting group may be selected from the list
comprising CH , CF , SiR , O , CH ,CH , O , wherein R is

more ionic groups from a class of ionic compounds that are
used in ionic liquids connected to the aromatic polycyclic

the one or more ionic groups include at least one ionic group
selected from the list comprising [NR _ ] * , [PR _ ]* as cation

positions ( terminal and /or bay positions) comprising one or

selected from the list comprising H , alkyl, and fluorine . In
another embodiment of the composite organic compound ,

conjugated molecule (Core ), either directly, e.g., with direct
bound SP2 -SP3 carbons, or via a connecting group . The

and [ / C02] , [ S03] , [4SR3] , [ PO3R ] , [ - PR3]" as
anion , wherein R is selected from the list comprising H ,

parameter m is a number of the aromatic polycyclic conju

alkyl, and fluorine.

gated molecules in the column -like supramolecule , which is
in a range from 3 to 100 000 .

[0071 ] Furuta co -polymers and para -Furuta polymers
(herein referred to collectively as Furuta Polymers unless
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otherwise specified ) are polymeric compounds with insulat

ing tails, and linked / tethered /partially immobilized polariz

able ionic groups. The insulating tails are hydrocarbon
( saturated and /or unsaturated ), fluorocarbon , siloxane , and/

or polyethylene glycol linear or branched chains covalently

bonded to the co - polymer backbone . The tails act to insulate

the polarizable tethered /partially immobilized ionic molecu
ionic group pairs on the sameor parallel co -polymers , which

lar components and ionic pairs from other ionic groups and

favorably allows discrete polarization of counter ionic liquid
pairs or counter Q groups (i.e . polarization of cationic liquid
and anionic liquid tethered / partially immobilized to parallel

more ionic liquid ions ( from the class of ionic compounds
that are used in ionic liquids ), zwitterions, or polymeric
acids. Further, an energy interaction of the ionic Q groups
may be less than kT, where k is Boltzmann constant and T
is the temperature of environment. Still further , parameter B

is a counter ion which is a molecule or molecules or

oligomers that can supply the opposite charge to balance the
charge of the co -polymer. Wherein , s is the number of the

counter ions.

0073] A para - Furuta polymer has repeat units of the

following general structural formula :

Furuta polymers ) with limited or no interaction of ionic
fields or polarization moments of other counter ionic group
pairs partially immobilized on the same or parallel co

Tail

polymer chains. Further, the insulating tails electrically
insulate supra -structures of Furuta polymers from each

other. Parallel Furuta polymers may arrange or be arranged
such that counter ionic groups (i.e . tethered /partially immo

P

bilized ionic groups (Qs) of cation and anion types ( some
times known as cationic Furuta polymers and anionic Furuta

polymers )) are aligned opposite from one another.
[0072 ] A Furuta co -polymer has the following general
structural formula :
1

Tail
Tail

HP
P1

1 H

P1

wherein a structural unit P comprises a backbone of the
copolymer, which is independently selected from the list
comprising acrylic acid ,methacrylate, repeat units for poly
propylene (PP ) G [CH2 - CH (CH3) 2 – ), repeat units for
polyethylene (PE ) [CH21 – ) , siloxane , or repeat units
of polyethylene terephthalate ( sometimes written poly ( eth
ylene terephthalate )) for which the repeat unit may be
expressed as - CH2 CH2 - O CO C6H4- C040 - .
Wherein the first type of repeat unit ( Tail) is a resistive
substitute in the form of an oligomer of a polymeric mate
rial. The resistive substitute preferably has a HOMO -LUMO
gap no less than 2 eV . The parameter n is a number of Tail

wherein backbone structure of the co -polymer comprises
structural units of first type P1 and structural units of second
type P2 both of which randomly repeat and are indepen

dently selected from the list comprising acrylic acid , meth
acrylate , repeat units of polypropylene ( [CH2CH
(CH3)] ), repeat units of polyethylene GICH2 – ),
siloxane, or repeat units of polyethylene terephthalate
( sometimes written poly (ethylene terephthalate )) for which
the repeat unit may be expressed as — CH2 - CH2- O
CO C6H4 - C00 — . Parameter n is the number of the
P1 structural units in the backbone structure which is in the
range from 3 to 100 000 and m is number of the P2 structural
units in the backbone structure which is in the range from 3
to 100 000 . Further, the first type structural unit (P1 ) has a

resistive substitute Tail which is oligomers of polymeric
material with HOMO -LUMO gap no less than 2 eV. Addi
tionally, the second type of structural units (P2 ) has an ionic
functional group Q which is connected to P2 via a linker

group L . The parameter j is a number of functional groups

Q attached to the linker group L , which may range from 0

to 5 . Wherein the ionic functional group Q comprises one or

repeat units on the backbone P structural unit , and is in the

range from 3 to 100 000 . Further, the second type of repeat
units (- L - Q ) include an ionic functional group Q which is
connected to the structural backbone unit (P ) via a linker

group L , and m is number of the - L - Q repeat units in the
backbone structure which is in the range from 3 to 100 000 .
Additionally , the ionic functional group Q comprises one or

more ionic liquid ions (from the class of ionic compounds
that are used in ionic liquids), zwitterions, or polymeric
acids . An energy of interaction of the ionic

groups may be

less than kT, where k is Boltzmann constant and T is the
temperature of environment. Still further, the parameter t is

average of para - Furuta polymer repeat units , ranging from 6
to 200 000 . Wherein B ' s are counter ions which are mol

ecules or oligomers that can supply the opposite charge to

balance the charge of the co -polymer , s is the number of the
counter ions .

[0074 ] A meta -dielectric is defined here as a dielectric

material comprised of one or more types of structured

polymeric materials (SPMs) having a relative permittivity
greater than or equal to 1000 and resistivity greater than or
equal to 1013 ohm /cm . Individually , the SPMs in a meta
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dielectric may form column like supramolecular structures
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and not by way of limitation , themeta -dielectric material 23

by pi-pi interaction or hydrophilic and hydrophobic inter

may be characterized by a dielectric constant k between
about 100 and about 1, 000 ,000 and a breakdown field Ebd
between about 0 .01 V /nm and about 2 .0 V /nm .

incorporated to provide the molecular material with high

[0077 ] In yet another implementation , the capacitive
energy storage devices may comprise more than one of the

actions. Said supramolecules of SPMsmay permit formation
of crystal structures of the meta -dielectric material. By way
of using SPMs in a dielectric material, polarization units are

polarization such as dipole polarization , ionic polarization ,

dielectric permeability . There are several mechanisms of

meta -capacitors connected in series or parallel. In still

and hyper -electronic polarization of molecules , monomers
and polymers possessing metal conductivity . All polariza

device may further comprise a cooling mechanism 30 . In

tion units with the listed types of polarization may be used

in aspects of the present disclosure . Further, SPMs are

another implementation , the capacitive energy storage

some implementations, the cooling can be passive , e. g .,

using radiative cooling fins on the capacitive energy storage

composite materials which incorporate an envelope of insu

device 2 and DC - voltage conversion device 3 . Alternatively ,

high breakdown voltage of the energy storage molecular

and not by way of limitation , the cooling system 30 may
include conduits in thermal contact with the capacitive

lating substituent groups that electrically isolate the supra
molecules from each other in the dielectric layer and provide

material. Said insulating substituent groups are hydrocarbon
( saturated and / or unsaturated ), fluorocarbon , siloxane , and /

or polyethylene glycol linear or branched chains covalently
bonded to a polarizable core or co -polymer backbone ,

forming the resistive envelope .
[ 0075 ] As depicted in FIG . 10, in one embodiment of the

energy storage cell 1 , each of the one or more meta

capacitors 20 comprises a first electrode 21 , a second

electrode 22 , and a meta -dielectric material layer 23 dis

a fluid such as air , water or ethylene glycol can be used as

a coolant in an active cooling system . By way of example,

energy storage device 2 and DC - voltage conversion device
3 . The conduits are filled with a heat exchange medium ,

which may be a solid , liquid or gas. In some implementa

tions, the cooling mechanism may include a heat exchanger
In other implementations, the cooling mechanism 30 may
include conduits in the form of cooling fins on the capacitive
energy storage device 2 and DC - voltage conversion device

configured to extract heat from the heat exchange medium .
3 and the heat exchange medium is air that is blown over the

posed between said first and second electrodes. The elec

cooling fins, e . g ., by a fan . In another embodiment of the

or aluminum or other conductive material and are generally

present invention , the heat exchanger 32 may include a
phase - change heat pipe configured to carry out cooling . The

trodes 21, 22 may be made of a metal , such as copper , zinc ,

planar in shape . In one implementation , the electrodes and
meta -dielectric material layer 23 are in the form of long

strips of material that are sandwiched together and wound
into a coil along with an insulating material, e . g ., a plastic
film such as polypropylene or polyester to prevent electrical

shorting between the electrodes 21 , 22 . Examples of such
coiled capacitor energy storage devices are described in
detail in commonly -assigned U . S . patent application Ser.
No. 14 /752 ,600, filed Jun . 26 , 2015 , the entire contents of
which are incorporated herein by reference . Although a

single meta - capacitor 20 is shown for convenience in FIG .
10 , aspects of the present disclosure are not limited to such
implementations. As illustrated in FIGS . 7A , 7B , 7C , 7D ,
those skilled in the art will recognize that the capacitive
energy storage device 2 may include multiple meta -capaci

tors 20 connected in parallel, as in FIG . 7B , to provide a

desired amount of energy storage capacity that scales

roughly with the number of meta - capacitors in parallel.
Alternatively , the capacitive energy storage device 2 may

include two or more meta - capacitors connected in series to

accommodate a desired voltage level, as in FIG . 7C . In

addition , the capacitive energy storage device 2 may include

combinations of three or more meta -capacitors in a capacitor
network involving various series and parallel combinations,
as in FIG . 7D . For example, there may be three capacitor
combinations connected in parallel with each other with
each combination having two capacitors connected in series .

[0076 ] The meta - dielectric material 23 may be character
breakdown field Ebd greater than or equal to about 0 .01 volts
(V )/nanometer ( nm ). The dielectric constant k may be
greater than or equal to about 100 , 200 , 300 , 400 , 500 , 1000,
2000 , 3000, 4000 , 5000 , 6000, 7000 , 8000, 9000 , 10 ,000 , or
100 , 000 . The breakdown field may be greater than about
0 .01 V /nm , 0 .05 V /nm , 0 . 1 V /nm , 0 .2 V /nm , 0. 3 V /nm , 0 .4
V /nm , 0 .5 V /nm , 1 V /nm , or 10 V /nm . By way of example ,
ized by a dielectric constant K greater than about 100 and a

cooling carried out by the phase - change heat pipe may
involve a solid to liquid phase change (e . g ., using melting of
ice or other solid ) or liquid to gas phase change (e. g., by
evaporation of water or alcohol) of a phase change material.
In yet another implementation , the conduits or heat
exchanger 32 may include a reservoir containing a solid to
liquid phase change material, such as paraffin wax .

[0078] Referring again to FIGS. 10 , 11 and 12 the DC

voltage conversion device 3 may include a buck converter

for applications in which Vox Vin , a boost converter for

applications in which Your> Vin , or a bidirectional buck /
boost converter for applications in which Vou < V in in certain
situations and Vou > Vin in other situations.
[0079] In still another embodiment of the energy storage
cell (see , FIG . 11) the DC -voltage conversion device 3 may

be connected to a control board 4 containing suitable logic
circuitry, e. g ., microprocessor, microcontroller, application
specific integrated circuit (ASIC ), field programmable gate
array (FPGA ), a complex programmable logic device
(CPLD ), capable of implementing closed loop control pro
cesses 90 and (optionally ) a communication interface 5 , as
well as an analog to digital converter coupled to sensors on
the DC -voltage conversion device 3 , e. g ., voltage sensors V

for the input voltage Vin and the output voltage Vout, current
sensors A for current Isd to /from the capacitive energy
storage device 2 and / or current Iye to /from the DC -voltage

conversion device 3, temperature sensors T on the capacitive
energy storage device and /or DC -voltage conversion device .
In some implementations, the control board 4 may be
integrated into the DC - voltage conversion device 3 . The
conversion device 3 may contain a buck regulator, a boost

regulator, buck and boost regulators with separate input/
outputs , a bi- directional boost/buck regulator, or a split -pi
converter and the control board 4 may be configured to

maintain a constant output voltage Vout from the DC -voltage
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conversion device during discharge, and /or charge the
capacitor at a more -or- less constant current while maintain
ing a stable input voltage .

buck /boost converter to buck or boost by adjusting the duty
cycle of the switching signal S .

[ 0080 ) By way of example , and notby way of limitation ,

boost converter. In this type of converter, a first switch SW1

the control board 4 may be based on a controller for a
the control board 4 stabilizes the output voltage of the
DC -voltage conversion device according to the following

bidirectional buck /boost converter. In such a configuration ,
algorithm forming the control loop 90 :

[ 0081] a ) determining a target output voltage level for the
energy storage system ,

[0091] FIG . 15B shows an alternative four-switch buck /
is connected between the high side ( + ) of the input voltage

Vin and an input side of the inductor L , a second switch SW2
is connected between an output side of the inductor L and the

common voltage ( - ), a third switch SW3 is connected
between the input side of the inductor L and the common
voltage , and a fourth switch SW4 is connected between the
output side of the inductor and thehigh side ( + ) of the output

[0082] b ) measuring the voltage of a capacitive energy

voltage Vout. An input capacitor C - in may be coupled across

storage device ,
10083 ) c ) configuring a bidirectional buck /boost con

coupled across the output voltage Vout.

verter to buck down the voltage and direct current in the
output direction IF the voltage on the capacitive energy
storage device is higher than the desired output voltage

and the desired outcome is to discharge the device,
[0084 ] d ) configuring a bidirectional buck / boost con

verter to boost up the voltage and direct current in the
output direction IF the voltage on the capacitive energy
storage device is lower than the desired output voltage

and the desired outcome is to discharge the device,
[0085 ] e ) configuring a bidirectional buck /boost con
verter to buck down the voltage and direct current in the
input direction IF the voltage on the capacitive energy
storage device is lower than the desired input voltage

and the desired outcome is to charge the device ,
[0086 ] f) configuring a bidirectional buck /boost con
verter to boost up the voltage and direct current in the
input direction IF the voltage on the capacitive energy
storage device is higher than the desired output voltage
and the desired outcome is to charge the device ,
[0087] g ) configuring a bidirectional buck /boost con
verter to stop outputting power if the voltage on the
capacitive energy storage device falls below a prede

termined level,

[0088 ] h ) configuring a bidirectional buck /boost con
verter to stop inputting power if the voltage on the
capacitive energy storage device exceeds a predeter
mined level ,

[0089 ] i) repeating steps (a ) through (f) (or steps (a )
through (h )) as necessary.
[ 0090 ] The specifics of operation of the control board 4 are

somewhat dependent on the type of buck / boost converter( s )
used in the DC -voltage conversion device 3 . For example , a
buck /boost converter may be a single switch converter of the
type shown in FIG . 15A . This type of converter includes a

the input voltage Vin and an output capacitor Cout may be

[0092 ] The switches SW1, SW2, SW3, and SW4 change
states in response to switching signals from the control

between open ( non - conducting ) and closed (conducting )

board 4 . To operate in buck mode, the second switch SW2
is open and the fourth switch SW4 closed and pulsed buck
mode switching signals are applied to the first switch SW1
and third switch SW3, e .g ., as described above with respect
to FIG . 3 and FIG . 4 . The control board 4 can adjust the

output voltage Vout in buck mode by adjusting the duty cycle
signal of the switching signals S1 and S3 . To operate in
boost mode, the first switch SW1 is open , the third switch

SW3 is closed and pulsed boostmode switching signals are
applied to the second switch SW2 and fourth switch SW4 ,

e.g ., as described above with respect to FIG . 5 and FIG . 6 .
The control board 4 can adjust the output voltage Vout in
boost mode by adjusting the duty cycle signal of the switch
ing signals S2 and S4.
[0093] By way of example and not by limitation, the
DC -voltage conversion device 3 as depicted in FIG . 9A , 9B ,
9C , 9D , 9E , 9F , 9G , 9H , 91 may include one or more
switch -mode voltage converters 100 , arranged to boost/or
buck the input/output voltages as necessary to achieve the
charge and discharge modalities depicted in FIGS. 13A ,
13B , 14A and 14B corresponding to the voltage labels

v _ c (t ), v _ i (t ) and v _ o (t ) on the capacitive energy storage cell
3 of FIGS. 11 and 12 . As shown in FIGS. 9F, 9G , 9H , 91, the

input/ output port may be split into a separate input and

output. These separate inputs and outputs may have different
bus voltages . For example , there may be an input DC bus
from a solar inverter which is at a different voltage than an
output DC busmeant to transmit power or feed a DC to AC
converter. The switch -mode voltage converters 100 may

have circuitry selected from the following list: a buck
converter ( as show in FIG . 8B ) , boost converter ( as show in

FIG . 8A ), buck /boost converter, bi- directional buck /boost

high -side switch SW having an input side coupled to the
input voltage Vin and an output side coupled to one side of
an inductor L , the other side of which is connected to the
ground or common voltage ( -). A capacitor C is coupled
across the output voltage Vout. A pulsed switching signal S

buck /boost converter ( as show in FIG . 8C ), or four- switch
buck /boost converters.

turns the switch on and off . The output voltage depends on
the duty cycle of the switching signal S . By way of example ,

switch mode voltage converters 100 are connected to power
ports 101, by an interconnect system 102 . The power ports

the switches may be implanted as gated switch devices, e. g.,

MOSFET devices , stacked MOSFET devices, IGCT
devices, high drain -source voltage SiC MOSFET devices,

and the like depending on the voltage and /or current require

(split -pi) converter (as show in FIG . 8D ) , Cuk converter,

single -ended primary inductor converter (SEPIC ), inverting
[0094 ] In FIGS . 9A , 9B , 9C , 9D , 9E , 9F , 96 , 9H , 91, the

101 include a positive terminal and negative terminal

intended to work together to transmit power in either direc
tion . A power port can be an input , output or bidirectional.
A control interface 104 is connected to all of the control

ments of the DC - voltage converter for the energy storage

interfaces on the switch mode voltage converters 100

cell. In the case of gated switching devices, the controlboard
provides the signals to the gate terminals of the switching
devices . The control board 4 can configure this type of

through a control network 103 . The control network may
carry target voltages , target currents , observed voltages ,
observed currents , temperatures and other parameters nec
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essary to control the system . The control network 103 ,

vidual energy storage cells to create a common anode and

control interfaces 104 , controlboard 4 , and control loops 90
may or may not be combined in a single discrete physical

common cathode of the capacitive energy storage module .

package . For example , one implementation may have all
aforementioned elements distributed throughout a system
and another implementation may contain all elements in a

10099 ] In yet another aspect, some implementations , the
interconnection system includes a parameter bus 42 and
power switches PSW . Each energy storage cell 1 in the

single microprocessor unit.

module 40 may be coupled to the parameter bus 42 via the
power switches PSW . These switches allow two or more

[0095 ] In one implementation the control board 4 may

modules to be selectively coupled in parallel or in series via
two or more rails that can serve as the common anode and

the output voltage of the energy storage cell, e . g ., the output

common cathode . The power switches can also allow one or
more energy storage cells to be disconnected from the
module , e . g ., to allow for redundancy and/ or maintenance of
cells without interrupting operation of the module . The

control the DC - voltage converter 3 in a way that maintains
voltage of the DC - voltage converter Vout, at a constant level

during a discharge of the meta -capacitor (s) (see , FIGS. 13B

and 14B ) from an initial charge state ( ( V _ c ( t) ) to a minimum

charge state ( V _ c (t )= Vmin ,op ), wherein the minimum

charge state (Vmin ,op), is defined by a voltage on the
meta -capacitor ( s ) which corresponds to the residual energy
equal to from 0 % to 20 % of the initial reserved energy,

where the reserved energy of the meta -capacitor (s ) can be
calculated by E = 1/2CG ? where E is energy, C is capacitance ,
and V is voltage . In implementations where the control

board 4 is a programmable device , the constant output

voltage of the energy storage cell can be a programmable
value.

power switches PSW may be based on solid state power

switching technology or may be implemented by electro
mechanical switches (e.g ., relays ) or some combination of
the two.

10100 ] In some implementations, the energy storage mod
ule further comprises a power meter 44 to monitor power
input or output to the module . In some implementations , the

energy storage module further comprises a networked con
trol node 46 configured to control power output from and
power input to the module . The networked control node 46

prising a buck regulator, a boost regulator, buck and boost
regulators with separate input/outputs, bi- directional boost /
buck regulator, split -pi converter .

allows each module to talk with a system control computer
over a high speed network . The networked control node 46
includes voltage control logic circuitry 50 configured to
selectively control the operation of each of voltage control
ler 3 in each of the energy storage cells 2 , e . g ., via their
respective control boards 4 . The control node 46 may also

[0097] In some implementations, the cell 1 includes cir

control operation of the power switches PSW . The control

[0096 ] In still another implementation of the energy stor

age cell, wherein the output voltage is made constant by the
DC - voltage conversion device selected from the list com

cuitry configured to enable observation of parameters

selected from the following list: the voltage on the meta
capacitor, the current going into or out of the meta - capacitor,
the current flowing into or out of the DC -voltage conversion

device , the output voltage of the DC - voltage conversion
device , the temperature at one or more points within the

meta -capacitor, the temperature atone ormore points within
the DC - voltage conversion device . In another implementa
tion , the energy storage cell further comprises an AC

inverter to create AC output voltage , wherein the DC output

voltage of the DC -voltage conversion device is the input
voltage of the AC - inverter. In yet another implementation ,

energy storage cell further comprises power electronics
switches which are based on Si insulated - gate bipolar tran
sistors (IGBTs ), SiC MOSFETs, GaN MOSFETs, Graphene

include switch control logic circuitry 52 configured to

boards 4 and power switches PSW may be connected to the
control node 46 via a data bus 48 . The voltage control and
switching logic circuitry in the networked control node 46
may be implemented by one or more microprocessors ,
microcontrollers , application specific integrated circuits
(ASICs), field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), or com
plex programmable logic devices (CPLDs). The control
node 46 may include a network interface 54 to facilitate
transfer of signals between the voltage control logic circuitry
50 and the control boards 4 on the individual energy storage

cells 2 and also to transfer signals between the switching

logic circuitry 52 and the power switches PSW , e . g ., via the

data bus 48 .
10101 ] According to yet another aspect of the present

disclosure a capacitive energy storage system may include

or comprising organic molecular switches. In one embodi

two or more networked capacitive energy storage modules,

switches comprise multiple switch elements stacked in

a capacitive energy storage system 60 is shown in FIG . 17 .

ment of the energy storage cell , the power electronics

series to enable switching of voltages higher than the
breakdown voltage of individual switch components .
[0098 ] In another aspect of the present disclosure, a
capacitive energy storage module 40 , e .g ., as illustrated in
FIG . 16 . In the illustrated example , the energy storage
module 40 includes two ormore energy storage cells 1 of the
type described above . Each energy storage cell includes a

capacitive energy storage device 2 having one or more
meta -capacitors 20 and a DC -voltage converter 3 , which

may be a buck converter, boost converter, or buck / boost
converter. In addition , each module may include a control

board 4 of the type described above with respect to FIGS.
10, 11, 12 , and an (optional) coolingmechanism (not shown ).
The module 40 may further include an interconnection

system that connects the anodes and cathodes of the indi

e .g ., of the type shown in FIG . 16 . One embodiment of such

The system 60 includes two ormore energy storagemodules
40 of the type shown in FIG . 16 . Each capacitive energy
storage module 40 includes two or more capacitive energy

storage cells 1, e .g ., of the type shown in FIGS . 10 , 11 , 12 ,
connected by an interconnection system 42 and controlled
by a control node 46 . Each capacitive energy storage module
may also include a module power meter 44 . Although it is
not shown in FIG . 16 , each control node 46 may include
voltage control logic circuitry 50 to control voltage control
lers within the individual capacitive energy storage cells 1

and switching logic circuitry 52 to control internal power
switches with the module , as described above. In addition ,
each control node 46 includes an internal data bus 48 and a
network interface 54 , which may be connected as described

above. Power to and from capacitive energy storage modules
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40 is coupled to a system power bus 62 via system power

switches SPSW , which may be based on solid state power

switching technology or may be implemented by electro
mechanical switches (e . g ., relays ) or some combination of

the two. In some implementations, there may be an inverter

(not shown) coupled between each capacitive energy storage

module 40 and the system power bus 62 to convert DC
power from the module to AC power or vice versa .
0102 ] The system 60 includes a system controller 66
connected to a system data bus 68 . The system controller

may include switching control logic 70 , voltage control
logic 72 , and system network interface 74 . The voltage

What is claimed is:
1 . An energy storage cell comprising :

at least one capacitive energy storage device ; and
a DC - voltage conversion device ;
wherein the capacitive energy storage device comprises
one or more meta - capacitors,

wherein the output voltage of the capacitive energy stor

age device is an input voltage of the DC - voltage
conversion device during discharging the capacitive
energy storage device ,
wherein the input voltage of the capacitive energy storage
device is an output voltage of the DC - voltage conver

1 of individual modules 40 . The switching control logic 72

sion device while charging the capacitive energy stor
age device .
2 . The energy storage cell of claim 1 , wherein the one or
more meta - capacitors each include first and second elec

switches SPSW and also the power switches PSW within
individual capacitive energy storage modules 40 . Voltage
control signals may be sent from the voltage control logic 72

the first and second electrodes, wherein the meta - dielectric

control logic 70 may be configured to control the operation
of individual DC -voltage controllers within individual cells

may be configured to control operation of the system power

to a specific DC -voltage control device 3 within a specific

capacitive energy storage cell 1 of a specific capacitive
energy storage module through the network interface 74 , the
system data bus 68 , the module network interface 54 of the

controlnode 46 for the specific module , the module data bus
48 , and the control board 4 of the individual cell 1 .
[0103] By way of example , and not by way of limitation ,
the system controller 66 may be a deterministic controller,
an asynchronous controller, or a controller having distrib
uted clock . In one particular embodiment of the capacitive
energy storage system 60, the system controller 66 may
include a distributed clock configured to synchronize several
independent voltage conversion devices in one or more

capacitive energy storage cells of one or more of the

capacitive energy storage modules 40 .
[0104 ] Aspects of the present disclosure allow for electri
cal energy storage on a much larger scale than possible with
conventional electrical energy storage systems. A wide

range of energy storage needs can be met by selectively

combining one or more meta -capacitors with a DC - voltage
conversion devices into a cell , combining two or more cells
into a module , or combining two or more modules into

systems.

[0105 ] While the above is a complete description of the

preferred embodiment of the present invention , it is possible

to use various alternatives, modifications and equivalents .

Therefore, the scope of the present invention should be

determined not with reference to the above description but

should , instead , be determined with reference to the
appended claims, along with their full scope of equivalents .
Any feature described herein , whether preferred or not,may

be combined with any other feature described herein ,

whether preferred or not. In the claims that follow , the

indefinite article “ A ” , or “ An ” refers to a quantity of one or

more of the item following the article, except where
expressly stated otherwise . As used herein , in a listing of
elements in the alternative , the word “ or” is used in the
logical inclusive sense , e . g ., “ X or Y ” covers X alone, Y

alone , or both X and Y together , except where expressly

stated otherwise . Two ormore elements listed as alternatives

may be combined together. The appended claims are not to

be interpreted as including means -plus -function limitations,
unless such a limitation is explicitly recited in a given claim
using the phrase “ means for.”

trodes and a meta - dielectric material layer disposed between

material layer is comprised of one or more composite
organic compounds characterized by polarizability and

resistivity.
3. The energy storage cell of claim 2 , wherein a resistivity
of the meta - dielectric material layer is equal to or greater
than 1013 ohm /cm .
4 . The energy storage cell of claim 2 , wherein a relative
permittivity of the meta - dielectric material layer is equal to
or greater than 100 .
5 . The energy storage cell of claim 2 , wherein themeta
dielectric material layer includes one ormore types of Sharp

polymers and/or one or more types of Furuta polymers .
6 . The energy storage cell of claim 5 , wherein the meta
dielectric layer includes two or more Furuta polymers,
including a Furuta polymer having an immobilized ion
liquid group of a cationic type.

7 . The energy storage cell of claim 5 , wherein the meta
dielectric layer includes two or more Furuta polymers

including a Furuta polymer having an immobilized ion

liquid group of an anionic type .
8. The energy storage cell of any one of claims 1-7 ,
wherein said one or more meta - capacitors have a breakdown
field greater than or equal to about 0 .01V /nm .
9 . The energy storage cell according to claim 1 , further
comprising a coolingmechanism in thermal contact with the

capacitive energy storage device and /or the DC - voltage
converter.

10 . The energy storage cell according to claim 9 , wherein

the cooling mechanism is a passive cooling mechanism , or
wherein air, water or ethylene glycol can be used as a
coolant.

11. The energy storage cell according to claim 9 , wherein
the capacitive energy storage device and /or the DC -voltage
converter with a phase -change material.
12. The energy storage cell according to claim 9, wherein
the cooling mechanism includes a reservoir containing a
solid to liquid phase change material.
13 . The energy storage cell according to claim 12 ,
wherein the solid to liquid phase change material is paraffin
wax .
14 . The energy storage cell according to claim 1, wherein
the DC - voltage conversion device comprises a controlboard
based on a buck converter, boost converter, buck / boost
converter,bi-directional buck /boost (split -pi) converter, (uk
the cooling mechanism is configured to remove heat from
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converter, single -ended primary inductor converter (SEPIC ),
inverting buck /boost converter, or four-switch buck / boost
converters .

15 . The energy storage cell according to claim 14 ,

wherein the control board is configured to maintain a
constant output voltage of the energy storage cell during a

discharge of the one ormore meta -capacitors from an initial
charge state to a minimum charge state , wherein the mini

mum charge state is defined by a voltage on the meta

capacitor(s) which corresponds to a residual energy equal to
from 0 % to 20 % of an initial reserved energy stored on the
meta -capacitor(s ).

16 . The energy storage cell according to claim 15 ,
wherein the constant output voltage of the energy storage

cell is programmable by the control board .

17 . The energy storage cell according to claim 15 ,
wherein the DC - voltage conversion device comprises one or
more switch -mode voltage converters wherein a switch
mode voltage converter is configured as a buck converter ,

boost converter, buck /boost converter, bi-directional buck /

boost (split- pi) converter, ( uk converter, single - ended pri
mary inductor converter (SEPIC ), inverting buck /boost con

verter, or four- switch buck /boost converters

18 . The energy storage cell according to claim 15 , further

comprising circuitry configured to enable observation of
parameters selected from the following list: a voltage on the
one or more meta - capacitors , a current going into or out of

the one or more meta - capacitors , a current flowing into or
out of the DC - voltage conversion device, an output voltage
of the DC -voltage conversion device , a temperature at one
or more points within the one or more meta - capacitors, a
temperature at one or more points within the DC -voltage
conversion device .

19 . The energy storage cell according to claim 15 , further

comprising a power inverter configured to receive a direct
current (DC ) output voltage from the DC - voltage converter

and configured to convert the DC output voltage from the

DC - voltage converter to an alternating current (AC ) output
voltage .

20 . The energy storage cell according to claim 1 , wherein
switches based on silicon (Si) insulated - gate bipolar tran
the DC - voltage converter includes power electronics
sistors ( IGBTs ), silicon carbide (SiC ) metal oxide semicon

ductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs ), gallium nitride
(GaN ) MOSFETs , Graphene or organic molecular switches .
21 . The energy storage cell according to claim 20 ,
wherein the power electronics switches comprise multiple

switch elements stacked in series .

22 . A capacitive energy storage module comprising two or

more individual energy storage cells having anodes and

cathodes and an interconnection system , wherein the inter

connection system connects the anodes and cathodes of the
individual energy storage cells to create a common anode
and common cathode of the capacitive energy storage mod
ule , wherein each individual energy storage cell includes one
or more meta - capacitors coupled to a DC -voltage conver
sion device , wherein each individual energy storage cell

includes at least one capacitive energy storage device and a
DC - voltage conversion device ;
wherein the capacitive energy storage device comprises
one or more meta - capacitors ,
wherein the output voltage of the capacitive energy stor
age device is an input voltage of the DC - voltage
conversion device during discharging the capacitive
energy storage device ,
wherein the input voltage of the capacitive energy storage

device is an output voltage of the DC -voltage conver

sion device while charging the capacitive energy stor

age device .
23 . The energy storage module of claim 22, wherein the

interconnection system includes a parameter bus connected

to the two or more individual energy storage cells by power
switches.

24 . The energy storage module of claim 22 , further

comprising a power meter coupled to two or more individual
energy storage cells .
25 . The energy storage module of claim 22 , further
comprising a networked control node coupled to the two or

more individual energy storage cells .

26 . A capacitive energy storage system comprising :
two or more capacitive energy storage modules , wherein

each of the one or more storage modules includes two
or more individual energy storage cells having anodes

and cathodes and an interconnection system , wherein
each of the two or more individual energy storage cells

includes at least one capacitive energy storage device

and a DC - voltage conversion device , wherein the

capacitive energy storage device comprises one or
more meta -capacitors, wherein the output voltage of
the capacitive energy storage device is an input voltage

of the DC - voltage conversion device during discharg

ing the capacitive energy storage device , wherein the
input voltage of the capacitive energy storage device is

an output voltage of the DC -voltage conversion device

while charging the capacitive energy storage device ;
an interconnection system coupled to the two or more
capacitive energy storage modules, wherein the inter
connection system connects the anodes and cathodes of
the individual energy storage cells to create a common
anode and common cathode of the capacitive energy

storage module , wherein each individual energy stor
age cell includes one or more meta -capacitors coupled
to a DC - voltage conversion device ; and

a power interconnection system and a system controller
coupled to the two or more capacitive energy storage
modules.

27 . The capacitive energy storage system according to

claim 26 , wherein system controller includes a deterministic

controller, an asynchronous controller, or a controller having
distributed clock .
28 . The capacitive energy storage system according to

claim 27 , wherein the distributed clock is used to synchro
nize several independent DC -voltage conversion devices in
one or more of the individual energy storage modules.
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